Digital, CPC Compliant
Compact, Saves Valuable Space
Practical, Thrifty To Use
Reliable, Years of Trouble Free Operation
Smart, User Friendly
Affordable, Competitively Priced
A clever way to make my mail stand out.

An important message for my customer - on the envelope! **mymail** makes it possible.

LOGO

mymail makes no mistakes

What does my envelope or package weigh? How much postage? mymail knows the answer. **The integrated scale weighs mail up to 2 kilograms**, and automatically calculates the right postage.

I need more postage!
No problem, it’s loaded by modem down my telephone line.

Frank a letter as easily as making a phone call. Simple to operate, easy to read. Mymail - my kind of machine.

Franking machine with optional integrated scales for small mail volumes

- **Print**
- **Meter ad**
  - 1 Standard
  - 2 Custom
- **Departmental accounts for tracking postage costs**
- **Memory**
  - up to 10 frequently used postage settings
- **Dimensions**
  - 300 mm x 183 mm x 194 mm
- **Weight**
  - 2.5kg
- **Postage payment**
  - TELESET
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